
25. “ECCE HOMO"

(The Fine Arts in Hungary after 1849)

Popular Romanticism

Architecture sought neo-gothic, oriental and exotic forms in protest against the Viennese

Biedermeier-Baroque. The search for new Hungarian forms resulted in such interesting examples as the

Budapest “Vigado” (Casino and Concert Hall), designed by F. Feszl. This exotic mixture of Byzantine,

Moorish and Magyar inspiration reminded an onlooker of a “csardas carved in stone”. The new building

programme after the Compromise produced some fine examples of eclectic styles, such as the

Parliament House (I. Steindl) with its neo-gothic exterior and strangely harmonious

Baroque—Renaissance interior. The Opera House (M. Ybl) was built in a more uniform Italian neo--

Renaissance style with interior decorations and murals by the best painters of the period. The

“Fisherman’s Bastion” (F. Schulek) is a historic recreation of the walls of Buda castle and one of the best-

known landmarks of Budapest.

The sculptors turned to the inspiration and dynamism of folk art or to the symbolism of historic

figures. Miklos Izso (1831-1875) continued Ferenczy’s search for a national style. Most of his work

remained largely experimental. The symbolic “Sorrowing Shepherd” is a poignant expression of the

Magyar people’s sorrow. His source of inspiration, the art of the people, resulted in such fine genre

figures as the “Dancing Shepherd”.Janos Fadrusz created remarkable historical bronze statues (King

Matthias at Kolozsvar).

The painters replaced the carefree serenity of French Romanticism with a rather sombre patriotic

symbolism. Hungarian realism and folk-inspiration blend in the popular, spectacular historical

compositions of the era. Mihaly Zichy is known for his romantic-patriotic illustrations to great literary works

of the era. Victor Madarasz found his inspiration in the tragic-heroic events of Hungarian history. The

compositions “Ilona Zrinyi Before her Judges”, “Zrinyi and Frangepan”, “Zrinyi’s Last Sally” and his

masterpiece, “The Mourning of Laszlo Hunyadi” clearly  convey  the  spirit  of  defiance  against  Austrian

oppression.



Bertalan Szekely (1835-1910) had a remarkable sense of composition. He, too, expressed his

strong feelings for his nation through historical tableaus with an intense message of defiance. His great

composition, “The Finding of the Body of King Louis II”, links symbolically the Mohacs disaster with the

defeat of the 1848-49 war. Romantic pathos and vivid use of colours characterise “Dobozi” and the

“Women of Eger”. Needless to say, neither Madarasz nor Szekely received official recognition, let alone

support in Hungary under Austrian Oppression. (p.99)



Karoly Lotz on the other hand soon became the favourite of the “official” critics with his pleasing,

serene, allegoric (and unpolitical) scenes, murals, tableaus and neo-classic figures (“Girl in Bath”, etc.).

Gyula Benczur (1844-1920), Professor at the Academy of Munich, shows a belated Rubens influence in

his academic compositions, such as the “Baptism of Vajk” and the “Recapture of Buda”. His brilliant

portraiture and harmonious, precise composition without any dangerous defiant message received official

approval in Vienna and Budapest. (p.106)

MihaIy (Michael) Munkacsy

Born in Munkacs (eastern Hungary) in 1844, the son of a freedom fighter in the 1848-49 war, he

was orphaned in childhood and placed in a joinery as an apprentice. He soon made himself independent

and began painting without any formal education. His talent was soon discovered and he was sent to

Vienna to an art school. Here he sold his first paintings: tableaus inspired by his childhood memories of

the Freedom War and the landscapes of his country. Thus he was able to finance his further studies in

Munich then in Dusseldorf, Germany. His genre paintings and Hungarian landscapes attracted

considerable attention. The fine study “The Yawning Apprentice”, inspired by memories of his childhood,

shows early realist-naturalist influences.



The greatest creation of Munkacsy’s Dusseldorf period “Condemned Cell (1870), is a homage to

a childhood idol, a “betyar” (highwayman-freedom-fighter). It represents the fierce spirit of defiance

against the Austrian “establishment”. The painting gained the coveted Gold Medal of the Paris Salon. This

success encouraged Munkacsy to settle in Paris, where he was welcomed by the critics and patrons of

the arts. After several successful genre compositions, he painted the striking “Woman carrying Faggots”,

capturing the contrasting impressions of the fresh vitality of the forest and the tiredness of the old peasant

woman. There are many other examples of his dramatic and compassionate approach to poor and old

people, such as the “Vagabonds of the Night”, Woman Churning Butter” and "Parting”.

Munkacsy’s aristocratic French wife drove him to almost frantic activity. “Milton Dictating his

Paradise Lost” became his most successful painting to that day. He painted the tragic genius, exiled,

blind and deserted by his own family, creating his masterpiece in an atmosphere of loneliness and hate.

Though successful, Munkacsy himself was an exile, a lonely man who received no real response from his

selfish and snobbish wife; he was without children and without real friends: the French resented the fact

that he refused to become a French citizen and the Hungarians disliked him for living in France. So —to

some extent — he portrayed himself in Milton.

Munkacsy’s gigantic masterpiece, “Christ before Pilate”, was completed in 1881. In it he

expresses the contrast of Christ’s dignified silence amid a shouting, hostile crowd with the pallid,

hesitating Pilate in the background. After having tried many models for Christ, Munkaesy finally painted

his own tormented, sad face. During intervals while working on the majestic tableau, he “relaxed” by

painting still-lifes and portraits. Once in a sudden burst of bravado, he painted “Sitting Woman” using 572

shades of blue.

Three years later he completed the “Golgotha”: the moment after Christ’s death on the cross and

the crowd of spectators. The amazing range of colours includes several shades of white: the deathly pale

of Christ’s face, the living white of the mourning women, the pallor of fear on the soldier’s face and many

other shades.

Tortured by an old illness and certain of his death, Munkacsy continued to work feverishly: he

completed portraits of famous men (Liszt), a mural in Vienna (Mozart) and then a commission from the

Hungarian Government to paint the “Conquest of Hungary” for the new Parliament House. His last great

work was “Ecce Homo” (“Behold the Man”: Pilate shows Christ scourged to the Jews). He painted it while

mortally ill, concluding his “Christ Trilogy” and his own life’s work. He died in 1900.

Munkacsy, the toast of his time in Paris and the initiator of an entirely new style, is today hardly

known abroad. His unpronounceable name and the fact that he insisted on remaining a “foreigner” in

France have made the emotional French forget him quickly. He did not belong to any “school”. Most of his

masterpieces were snapped up by rich Americans and thus removed from Europe. His own countrymen

failed to appreciate his talent. His delicate colours, shades of blue and brown especially, are very hard to

reproduce, moreover, many of his original paintings have begun to fade.



Munkacsy’s original style — we may call it “compassionate realism”    shows a deep insight into

the suffering of the human soul (especially of the poor and old — his favourite models). His portraits and

compositions are studies in human psychology: he always grasps a moment of eloquent silence: the

principal character has just said something or is about to say something, whilst the secondary characters

usually supply a disturbing background of sounds, shouts and abuse.

This great, lonely artist was another example of Hungarian Christian humanism.

Munkacsy’s contemporaries

Laszlo’ Paal, Munkacsy’s friend, spent his short, creative life in France (Barbizon) painting soft,

melancholic landscapes. Geza Meszoly was basically a genre painter with a mixture ofMunkacsy’s

realism  and impressionist colouring  (“Balaton Fishermen”).

The members of the so-called “Szolnok Group” were influenced by Munkacsy’s themes but added

considerable originality to their tableaus. Lajos Deak-Ebner and Sandor Bihari show the precision and

vitality of early realism in their peasant scenes.

Pal Szinyei-Merse  (1845-1920)  was  independent  from Munkacsy’s realism and the Munich

Romanticism. His master-piece, “Picnic in May” (“Majalis”), painted in 1873, used vivid colour schemes

reminiscent of French Impressionism — with which he had never been in contact. In fact the great French

Impressionists created their masterpieces after Szinyei’s “Picnic”. The perfection of his “open air” (“plein

air”) tonalities is amazing. He seems to have gone a little further than the Impressionists: the effect of air

vibration on his colouring is a concept found only in post-Impressionist painting (Cezanne) long after

Szinyei’s time.

He painted a few more landscapes and portraits, including the “Woman in Mauve Dress” which

has an almost pre-Rafaelite landscape background. Szinyei’s subsequent creations (“The Swing”,

“Lovers”, “The Lark”) represent the work of only a few years. He received hostile reception from the critics

for his vivid colours and so, discouraged, stopped painting. His “Picnic” was belatedly “discovered” and

appreciated three decades after its creation, but by that time Szinyei had lost his interest and initiative.

Thus Hungary lost a genius, who could have heralded a modern, XXth century Hungarian art but the

country’s artists and critics preferred the comfortable conservatism of the XIXth century.

The period of the Millenlum and World Wars

Szinyei’s “Picnic” inspired a small group of avant—garde painters, called the “Nagybanya Group”,

around the turn of the century. Their founder, Simon Hollosy, was interested in a wide range of themes,

from humorous peasant topics (“Corn Husking”) to historic tableaus (“Zrinyi’s Last Sally”) with breezy,

hazy colours and impressionist experimentation. Karoly Ferenczy, another “Nagybanya” painter,

perfected his artistry of light and shade contrasts (“October”). Oscar Glatz’s outdoor tableaus are



characterised by his preoccupation with the sun, his indoor compositions are idyllic peasant scenes

(“Mother and Child”).

The sculptor Fulop 0. Beck (1873-1945) tumed away from the “approved” neo—Baroque styles

and pioneered a modern Hungarian art style which was little appreciated by his contemporaries

(“Fountain of Youth”). He was also a skilled silversmith and medallist and his plaquettes were more

appreciated than his sculptures.

The architect Odon Lechner applied the motifs of Magyar folk art to the decoration — and

sometimes even to the forms —of such buildings as the Town Hall of Kecskemet and the Savings Bank of

Budapest. He searched for new ways but rejected the reckless eclecticism of some of his contemporaries.

The independent painter, Laszlo Mednydnszky chose scenes of desolation and sadness for his

landscapes and city tableaus.

Tivadar Csontvary -Kosztka (1853-1919), the most original genius of Hungarian painting,

travelled extensively and began to paint only after his 40th year: his actual artistic career lasted only a

decade, and was characterised by a feverish search for his own style: he became the forerunner of

surrealism (long before Dali) and symbolism.  His landscapes (“Hortobagy”, “Tarpatak”) are realistic, but

in his later compositions he succeeded in creating a hauntingly beautiful, melancholic dream-world of his

own, as in his masterpiece, “Lonely Cedar”, a defiant, tragic symbol of his own loneliness. The religious-

pantheistic-mystic compositions inspired by his travels, “Pilgrimage”, “Mary’s Well”, “Athens”, are products

of a visionary genius.



For a while, during the early decades of the XXth century, French influence characterised such

popular painters as Jozsef Rippl-Ronai, the creator of serene, cheerful scenes and philosophical portraits

(“Flox”, “Memories”, “My Father”). Istvan Csok (1865-1961), the most successful painter between the

wars, worked under the inspiration of French post-impressionism (Renoir).  He sought the expression of

beauty in children (“Zuzu”) and in women fashionably dressed or undressed (“In the Studio”, “Hony Soit”).



The “Group of the Eight” sought a synthesis of German-inspired expressionism and French art-

nouveau trends (Karoly Kernstock). Other avant-garde representatives were the fresco-painter Vilmos

Aba-Novak whose expressionist simple figure delineations were set off by glaring, contrasting colours,

and the graphic artist Pal C. Molnar. Jeno Paizs-Gobel explored the possibilities of surrealism. Gyula

Derkovics, inspired by German expressionism, became interested in tableaus of the proletariat and

brought Socialist tendencies into his expression.



Aurel Bernath and Jozsef Egry used expressionist colouring in their landscapes. Istvan Szonyi

chose more robust realism in his powerful landscapes and group tableaus.

The conservative sculptor Zsigmond Kisfaludy-Strobl made his name with academic-style figures.

Ferenc Medgyesy, the most remarkable talent of modern Hungarian sculpture, found a harmonious

synthesis of classical, modern and Hungarian folk inspiration in his allegorical and sepulchral figures.





26. AUSTRIA’S WAR — HUNGARY’S DEFEAT

(Hungary’s history from 1914 to 1930)

The beginning of World War I

The Austrian government made it clear that it intended to take stern measures against Serbia for

fomenting Francis Ferdinand’s assassination. At the Crown Council, Tisza, the Hungarian Prime Minister,

desperately protested against any measures which might lead to war, but the joint Foreign Minister and

the Chief of Staff (both Austrians) insisted on armed retaliation. In vain did Tisza point to the danger of

Russian intervention: the Austrian militarists managed to sway the old Emperor, Francis Joseph, who

had, in the meantime, received reassurances from Germany’s bellicose emperor, William II.

The ultimatum expired and, as expected, Serbia refused to comply. On July 28, 1914, Francis

Joseph declared war on Serbia. The reader will be familiar with the chain of events set off by this

declaration: by August 3 most of Europe was engaged in the War.

The Budapest Parliament took a typically Magyar attitude. Before the declaration of war the entire

Parliament had supported Tisza’s efforts to avoid the war. Now, all parties, including the Social

Democrats and Mihaly Ka’rolyi’s Liberal dissidents, agreed to a political truce to enable Tisza’s

government to support the war effort — which Tisza did, against his own convictions. The Hungarians’

quixotic code of honour demands absolute loyalty to the nation’s commitments, however unpalatable.

Political realism and expediency are unknown words in the Magyar language. For four years the Magyar

soldiers and their combat officers fought with dutiful courage on foreign soil mostly under foreign generals

for an empire that was not theirs, in a senseless war to avenge the death of the man who had hated

Hungarians. 3.8 million Hungarians served in the armed forces of the Monarchy. No Hungarian unit

deserted, no factory sabotaged the war effort till the final collapse. Hungarian troops suffered very heavy

losses : 660,000 dead and 750,000 wounded. The high command of the Monarchy was led by Austrian

and Czech generals. There were no Hungarians in high positions on the General Staff and the highest

position held by a Hungarian officer was that of a corps commander (General Szurmay, the able defender

of the Eastern Carpathians). It is therefore pointless to revise the conduct of the war in which Hungarians

had the subordinate role of providing the fighting troops. History books delight in listing examples of the

muddled thinking and wasteful strategy of the archaic Austrian leadership.

The tragic role of the Magyar soldier is illustrated by the so-called “Limanova charge” in 1914,

The Austrian commander sent Magyar hussars in a   “foot charge by hussars against the Russian

trenches defended by barbed wire and machine-guns. The charge of this “light brigade” (ten times the

size of the famous Balaclava brigade) must have been a magnificent sight: resplendent in their blue-

red—white uniforms (ideal targets for the machine-guns), armed with nothing but sabres — they were a

sight to gladden the heart of their proud general (who watched the charge from the proverbial hill). The



charge was a success: the general was praised and the hussars received countless decorations — most

of them posthumously .

Italy entered the war against the Monarchy in 1915. Rumania, promised Transylvania and

adjoining regions by the Western Allies, attacked Hungary in August 1916. For a while the Rumanian

armies made some progress in Transylvania, which was defended by village policemen and the autumn

rains. A few weeks later the German general Falkenhayn with hastily collected German-Hungarian troops

chased the Rumanians out of Transylvania, then, in two months captured Bucharest and annihilated the

Rumanian army.

On November 21, 1916, emperor-king Francis Joseph died after a reign of 68 years.

The reign of Charles IV

On December 30, 1916, Hungary’s last King and Queen were crowned in the historic cathedral of

Our Lady in Buda. After the long, solemn ceremony (somewhat reminiscent of the ordination of a Catholic

priest), the young king mounted his horse and rode up a man-made hillock built of the soil collected from

the 73 counties of Hungary. There, with Saint Stephen’s heavy crown swaying precariously on his head,

Charles IV made four symbolic strokes with Saint Stephen’s sword in the four wind directions, swearing to

defend Hungary against all enemies.

At first glance, the position of the Monarchy seemed unassailable at the end of 1916: Rumania

and Serbia were crushed, the Russian and Italian fronts securely held. But Charles IV was an intelligent

man and he knew that the empire’s war potential was exhausted. He also knew that the nationalities were

preparing to destroy the Monarchy. On his initiative, the Central Powers (Germany, the Monarchy,

Bulgaria and Turkey) sent the Allied (Entente) powers a detailed peace offer in December 1916,

suggesting the restoration of the 1914 status quo. The Entente rejected the offer, insisting on the

“liberation of the Slav and Rumanian minorities”. This rejection (costing another two years of war and

another ten million dead) was the result of the successful propaganda campaign conducted by Czech

intellectuals (Masaryk, Benes) and their Rumanian, Serb and other emigre’ colleagues in France and

Britain. They managed to convince the Western Allies that the creation of Slav and Rumanian national

states would stop German and Russian expansion in Central Europe. Tisza pointed out to the U.S.

Ambassador that the breaking up of the Monarchy would result in the creation of several weak, multi-

national states unable to resist imperialist pressure. (We know today who was right…)

Ater hearing Tisza’s arguments, the British (on American advice) suggested new negotiations

with Austria—Hungary but the joint foreign minister of the Monarchy (count Czernin — of Czech

nationality) broke off the negotiations, claiming that it would be disloyal to negotiate without Germany.

The effects of the entry of the U.S. into the War against the Central Powers were temporarily

offset by Russia’s collapse and an offensive against Italy which was so successful that it took a

considerable amount of bungling on the part of the Austrian generals to save the Italians.

In the Hungarian Parliament, count Mihaly Karolyi, now leader of the opposition, harassed the

government, demanding radical electoral and other reforms. In May 1917 Tisza resigned. His two



successors, count M. Eszterhazy and S. Wekerle, were unable to contain the opposition, the growing

profiteering and increasing unrest at home. Still the frontline was holding everywhere, thanks mainly to

the millions of hardy Magyar peasant soldiers. Russia and Rumania signed Peace Treaties in 1918 —but

the impact of the American intervention was already felt and the total economic exhaustion of all the

Central Powers had already decided the fate of the War. In September 1918 the Bulgarians collapsed

and soon the Turks asked for an armistice.

In November 1918 the Monarchy signed an armistice with the Allied Powers in Padova, Italy. The

terms of the agreement left the national frontiers untouched and directed the troops to return to their

respective countries with their arms, under their officers.

The Monarchy soon ceased to be a federal structure: the various nationalities declared their

autonomy and constituted National Councils. On Wekerle’s resignation, Karolyi, emulating the

nationalities, formed a Hungarian National Council (quite needlessly: Hungary had her own constitution

and government) and on October 31, helped by the so—called “Military Councils” (composed mainly of

deserters), took over the capital, Budapest. The coup was bloodless (and senseless) — but a commando

of the “Military Council” assassinated Tisza, who lived in a Budapest suburb.

The King, after some hesitation, appointed Karolyi Prime Minister.

Karolyi and the Republic

On being appointed Prime Minister, Karolyi commenced a feverish activity as the virtual ruler of

the country. As the troops were returning from the fronts — with their equipment and under their officers,

as directed by the Padova armistice —Karolyi’s government ordered the soldiers to lay down their arms

and disperse: “Never again do I want to see another soldier. . ." said the Defence Minister, Bela Linder.

Karolyi and his government naively believed that a “pacifist” Hungary would be regarded as the “friend of

the Entente”. Then Karolyi decided to “improve” on the Padova armistice and led a delegation to

Belgrade, the headquarters of the southern Allied Forces. (This fateful pilgrimage had been suggested to

Karolyi by one of his Czech friends. . .) The French commander, general Franchet d’Esperey, treated

Karolyi and his deputation with utter contempt. On finding out why he came (uninvited) and on learning

that Karolyi had dispersed the Hungarian armed forces, d’Esperey consulted his Rumanian and Serbian

liaison officers and handed Karolyi extremely harsh instructions, including the immediate cession of large

territories demanded by the Rumanians and Serbs. As it turned out later, the French commander had

neither the desire, nor the authority to conclude an armistice with Karolyi and he made up his instructions

on the spur of the moment.

Karolyi’s first fateful decision, the disarmament of the returning Hungarian  troops,  had

far—reaching  consequences.  In November, 1918, no enemy soldier stood on Hungarian soil. The

Hungarian units on the various fronts were well—disciplined, armed and in reasonably good spirits. They

were willing and able to defend the Hungarian frontiers against the invaders whom they had either

recently defeated (Serbs, Rumanians) or who had only makeshift units made up of deserters and ex-

prisoners of war (Czechs).



On November 13, King Charles IV  withdrew from the direction of the affairs of the State”. Karolyi

interpreted this as the King’s resignation and had the Republic of Hungary declared by the Parliament.

The nation was now facing the fifth winter of the war. Rumanian, Czech and Serb troops moved into the

undefended land, hundreds of thousands of refugees fled towards the centre of the country, the food,

accommodation and fuel situation was catastrophic and the (Spanish) influenza killed thousands. The

Karolyi government limited itself to promises of radical electoral and land-reforms and free welfare

services — without doing anything. Disappointed, his former middle—class and moderate supporters left

Karolyi and in January only the Socialists and Radicals supported him.

For more than two months the country had been without a head of State. Then in January 1919

Karolyi was elected President of the Hungarian Republic. By that time however, a new force was ready to

fill the political vacuum created by Karolyi’s paralysed government.

Bela Kun's "Council Republic" ("Soviet Republic")

There had been no Communist Party in Hungary before November 1918. During the War some

Hungarian prisoners of war had joined the Soviet (Bolshevik) Communist Party in Russia and were

trained to prepare a Communist revolution in Central Europe. In November 1918 a group of these trained

agitators, led by Bela Kun, were sent to Budapest and founded there the “Hungarian Communist Party”.

The Social Democrats and the workers of the Trade Unions resented the Russian—financed

activities of the Communists and bloody clashes soon occurred between the Budapest workers and Kun’s

terrorist detachments (such as the “Lenin Boys”). Eventually even Karolyi’s meek government had to

arrest some Communist agitators (including Kun)

In the meantime the Paris Peace Conference was in session, making decisions without consulting

the defeated nations. In February, 1919, the Budapest Allied Commission demanded the evacuation of

about three-fourths of Hungary in favour of Czechoslovakia, Rumania and Serbia.  Karolyi, who now

realised the folly of his “pro—Entente” and “pacifist” policies, resigned in March, 1919, handing over the

supreme authority to the “Proletariat of the Nation”.

The left—wing Social Democrats (the only active political group) promptly handed over the power

to Kun and his fellow Communists. On the 21st of March, 1919, the Hungarian Council Republic was

formed, governed by the Communists and some Social Democrats. Misnamed “Dictatorship of the

Proletariat”, Bela Kun’s regime lacked the support of most of the city proletariat and certainly of the entire

agrarian proletariat: in fact it lacked the support of all classes or established parties. Its ideological basis,

“Bolshevik Communism”, manifested itself by little more than parrot-like repetitions of Russian—

Bolshevik terminology in the service of the self—preservation of a group of unscrupulous adventurers.

The organisers and supporters of the regime were people whose mentality was foreign to Hungary’s

political, social and cultural atmosphere. Of the 45 “Commissars” (Ministers) 32 were unassimilated

Galicians (cf. Chapter 22). Most of the urban workers and Trade Unions refused to co—operate with them

or seceded from the “coalition”. The peasants (the largest, most oppressed class) were not represented in



the government. Neither were the middle classes (let alone the upper classes) nor any politician with

appreciable Parliamentary experience.

The regime was maintained by ruthless terror exercised by the “Soldiers’ Councils” or other

armed commandos, consisting of criminals, deserters, ex—prisoners of war and vagrants and led by

sadists, such as the Commissar Tibor Szamuelly. This method of control was called the “Red Terror” by

the Communists themselves.

The administration of the country (or what was left of it) was left to the town and village “Councils”

which held absolute legislative, executive and judiciary powers (including the power to impose capital

punishment for “anti-revolutionary” activities). These Councils were staffed by “reliable” city Communists.

The estates were nationalised, not distributed to the peasants but administered by “Farmers’ Councils” (of

reliable city Communists). Businesses and factories were similarly “socialised” (managed by reliable

Communists). As a result, industrial and agricultural production practically ceased; the peasants refused

to feed the “city scoundrels”. Brutal requisitions evoked resistance, often in the form of sizable uprisings,

which, in turn, were followed by the brutal retaliations of the terror gangs.

Kun recruited a “Red Army” to hold back the approaching Czech and Rumanian troops which

threatened the existence of the Communist regime. The “Red Army”, led by some able officers of the

former Hungarian Army willing to defend their country under any circumstances, regained considerable

territory from the Czechs in the north but was then ordered by the Allied Powers to withdraw. Thus the

Rumanians could move toward Budapest practically unopposed. On learning this, Kun and his

“government” fled from Budapest (July 31).

Rumanian occupation — national government

The Rumanians entered the undefended capital and began to loot and impose their own type of

terror upon the much— suffering population. Various moderates tried to form governments but they were

unacceptable to the Allied Commission. The only hope of the nation was now the “Counter-Revolutionary

Government” set up in the south of the country, but not yet officially acknowledged by the Allies. This

government— in—exile had recruited a small “National Army”, commanded by Admiral Miklos Horthy,

which was however not allowed to proceed to Budapest where the Rumanians were “absorbing” western

civilisation at an alarming rate. After months of negotiations, the Rumanians were induced to leave

Budapest and Horthy’s “National Army” entered the capital in November 1919. A caretaker government

was formed and in January 1920 elections were held under Allied supervision. As a result, a moderate

rightist government was elected. As the Entente forbade the restoration of the Habsburg dynasty, the

Hungarian throne was declared vacant and Admiral Horthy was elected Regent (March 1920).

Following the collapse of the Kun regime (July 1919) Hungary had practically no law—enforcing

agencies — these (gendarmerie, police, courts) had all been abolished by the Communists. Between July

and November 1919 there were isolated, individual acts of revenge against those held responsible for the

sufferings of the preceding months. There were also outbursts of anti—Semitic (or rather anti—Galician)

feelings, as the most hated of the Bolshevik leaders (Kun, Szamuelly, Korvin) were Jews.  This was the



much publicised “White Terror”: a series of regrettable, lawless acts, evoked by the “Red Terror” and

made possible by the legal vacuum created by Kun and his regime.

The well—disciplined units of the National Army restored law and order and put an end to these

excesses. Thus Admiral Horthy, whose name had been maliciously connected with the “White Terror”,

was, as commander of the National Army and then Head of State, the very person to stop these

regrettable acts of revenge.

The Trianon Treaty

The verdict of the Peace Treaty was given solely on the submissions of the Czech, Rumanian

and Serb delegations. Neither the Hungarian submissions nor President Wilson’s much vaunted 14

Points were taken into consideration. Hungary was punished more severely than any other country: she

lost 71 .4% of her territory and 63.5% of her population; she was also ordered to pay reparations (in

addition to the loot taken by’ the Rumanians) and to reduce her armed forces to 35,000 without heavy

armament or national service. The country lost all her salt, iron, silver and gold mines and most of her

timber and coal production. One-third of all Magyars were transferred to a foreign country.

The arguments against Hungary were basically the following: Hungary had started the War, she

had oppressed her minorities and the country was a potential “trouble-maker”, a source of, Communist

corruption (an observation made during the Kun regime). The reader should be able to evaluate the first

two arguments, and the third was obviously not valid in Horthy’s Hungary in 1920.

The treaty was signed at Versailles (Trianon Palace) on June 4, 1920; This day became a day of

national mourning in a country where the days of mourning seemed always to have outnumbered the

days of rejoicing.

Miklos Horthy and the Bethlen government

Admiral Miklos (Nicholas) Horthy, Hungary’s Regent from 1920 to 1944, had been a military

diplomat, an aid to Francis Joseph, the last commander-in-chief of the Austrian-Hungarian Navy, the

Minister for Defence in the “Counter—Revolutionary Government” in southern Hungary and the

commander of the National Army before his election as the country’s Head of State. After his election he

withdrew from active politics and left the tasks of government to his Prime Ministers and Ministers,

becoming a dignified, aloof but respected constitutional monarch in all but name with very little

interference in the country’s internal or external politics until the outbreak of the Second World War. He

was scrupulously honest and observed the Constitution meticulously. A warm—hearted humanist, he

made his country a refuge for persecuted Jews and Poles during World War II. Knowingly or unknowingly

he started an interesting social evolution: he had himself surrounded by non-aristocratic personalities (the

aristocrats treated him rather coolly). Of his 14 Prime Ministers only one came from the rich, aristocratic

land-owner class. Horthy provided this “new nobility” with honours and titles (such as the knighthood of

the “Vitez” awarded for outstanding war service) — somewhat similar to the British system of titles,



honours and knighthoods (he was a great admirer of the British). Thus he gradually created a new, non-

aristocratic, leading class of Hungary.

After the 1920 elections the Christian and Smallholder parties formed a coalition government.

After the signing of the Trianon Treaty, Horthy appointed count Pal Teleki Prime Minister (1920— 1921).

Teleki, scion of an historic Transylvanian family, was a world-renowned professor of Geography, an

honest and wise statesman and a devout Catholic. He was an unusual politician in that his bluff sincerity,

monosyllabic oratory and bespectacled, schoolmasterly figure clashed with the Renaissance decor and

Baroque atmosphere of the Hungarian Parliament.

In 1921 King Charles attempted twice to reclaim his Hungarian throne. On the first occasion

Horthy convinced him that his restoration — though welcome in Hungary — was against the stipulations

of the Peace Treaty. On the second occasion, armed confrontation occurred between Hungarian troops

loyal to Charles and those loyal to Horthy, while the Czechs and Rumanians mobilised threatening armed

intervention if Hungary restored the Habsburg dynasty. In order to avoid further bloodshed and foreign

intervention, Charles surrendered.

The Entente Powers exiled Charles to Madeira in the Atlantic where he died in 1922. It was one

of the many ironies of Hungarian history that this pious, honest and humane man, with outstanding



intellectual and moral qualities, loved and respected by all Hungarians, was not allowed to remain on the

Hungarian throne — he was the first Habsburg who would have been welcome to it.

Teleki resigned and Horthy appointed count Istvan Bethlen Prime Minister (1921—1931). This

able politician, scion of another historic Transylvanian family, was an excellent choice. His first task was

to re—establish some measure of financial stability. In 1922 Hungary was admitted to the League of

Nations. After three years of strenuous negotiations Bethlen managed to secure a substantial loan

through the League for Hungary. (Foreign aid freely given to “developing” countries did not exist in those

days). Interestingly enough, the greatest obstacle was created by the Hungarian emigres, led by Karolyi

in Britain, who did everything to discredit Hungary and have the loan withheld from a country ruled by

“Horthy’s reactionaries”. Finally the loan was granted and Bethlen could stop the crippling inflation by

introducing a new stable currency based on gold (1927).

An industrial prosperity of some sort began:a fourfold increase in manufacturing output brought

relative affluence to the urban workers who also enjoyed progressive social and free health benefits.

The government was, however, unable to solve the agrarian question: 3 million peasants (more

than one-third of the country’s population) lived more or less on subsistence farms of their own or as

landless agricultural workers. The succession states carried out their much—vaunted agrarian reforms

through the inexpensive device of confiscating former Hungarian landholdings. Hungary had no ex-enemy

loot to divide — the land to be given to the peasants had to be bought from the owners. The Hungarians’

scrupulous respect for proprietary rights prevented them from confiscating even the huge estates of the

Habsburg family (confiscated everywhere else).

In 1921 the government commenced an agrarian programme involving about one million acres

(6% of the country’s arable land) distributed among 400,000 landless peasants. There is no doubt that

much more should have been done to hand back to the Magyar peasants the soil for which a million of

them died in two world wars.

Education progressed rapidly: eight thousand new primary schools, many high schools and

universities were built during the ten years of the Bethlen government — not a bad record for an

impoverished nation of 8 million. The electoral policy’ of the government was rather conservative:

limitations of age, sex, residence, education and family status reduced the number of electors to about

two—thirds of the adult population. The Parliament consisted of a Lower House (elected by secret ballot

in towns and open voting in the rural areas) and an Upper House with its hereditary or appointed

members and representatives of professions (similar to the House of Lords). The Regent appointed or

dismissed the Prime Minister who did not have to be a member of the Parliament, but had to be

supported by the majority party. The Prime Minister chose his ministers (not necessarily from members of

the Parliament).

Law and order were maintained by a well disciplined and educated police and gendarmerie force

(all commissioned officers were law graduates) and by well—qualified judges who meted out justice

based on solid Roman Law as revised by the Code Napoleon and the Hungarian Articles of Law ("Corpus



Juris”). In the public service bribery, embezzling and fraud were practically unknown but nepotism was

rampant. The working classes — urban and agrarian — showed remarkable self-discipline and patriotism

during the trying years of reconstruction, depression and second World War. Strikes and demonstrations

were rare in the industrial centres and nonexistent in the country where the Magyar peasant continued to

carry his thousand—year-old burden with enduring loyalty.

“Revisionisrn” and foreign policy

The idea that the Trianon frontiers needed a radical revision became the basic ideology in

Hungarian politics as well as in education, art, literature and social life. The succession states and their

protector, France, remained deaf to the Hungarian arguments for a peaceful revision of the frontiers (most

Magyar— populated districts were contiguous to the Trianon frontier and their adjustment would have

caused few demographic problems). The Hungarians reacted emotionally and the words “Nem, nem,

soha!” (“No no, never!”)  rejecting the mutilation of the country became a national motto. Abroad, this

propaganda, appealing to the heart rather than the mind, found a warm response in Italy; a somewhat

amused acknowledgement in Britain and little success elsewhere.

The generations of young Hungarians brought up during these decades lived in the wishful

dream-world of the “restoration of Hungary’s thousand-year-old frontiers”.  Though unattainable, this was

a goal to strive for, to hope for, to struggle for and to demonstrate for. It was definitely a worthier cause to

get excited about than some of today’s causes. To the nation, the lofty ideal of revisionism gave a sense

of dignity and self— respect, lifting the people’s minds out of despair. On the other hand, this attitude

certainly damaged the Hungarians’ chances of establishing useful economic ties with their neighbours

and it also proved harmful to the Magyar minorities in the succession states. Hungary’s emotional (and

ineffectjye) revisionism served as a pretext for the oppression of the Magyar minorities in Rumania,

Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. Moreover, in order to guard the results of their victory, these three states

formed a strong military alliance (called tbe “Little Entente”) with the sole aim of preventing Hungary from

recovering her lost territories.

It had not occurred to a single Hungarian politician to pretend to accept the terms of the Treaty

and thus ease the tension and the Magyar minorities’ plight.

The relations between Hungary and Austria were rather strained at the beginning of the

period, as the Hungarians resented the fact that Austria had also accepted a slice of Hungarian territory

under the Peace Treaty. France, the protector of the “Little Entente”, maintained a hostile attitude

toward Hungary during the entire period. The British did cast occasional, supercilious glances toward

Central Europe, but the business of the Empire kept the British politicians from trying to counter-

balance France’s influence there, though the Hungarians were eager to approach Britain. The first state

to turn a friendly hand toward Hungary was Italy. A friendship pact with this country was Bethlen’s

greates diplomatic   success (1927).

By 1930 Horthy and Bethlen had achieved the seemingly impossible: the nation was back on its

feet, the social and economic conditions were improving, the currency was stable and unemployment was



minimal. Then, in 1931, the full force of the world financial crisis and depression hit the country's economy

(still very much dependent on foreign trade, especially wheat exports)

Unwilling to lead the country through another crisis, Bethlen resigned in August 1931.



27. THE HEART AND THE HEIGHTS

(The settlement, land, art, customs and way of life of the people of Budapest and Northern

Hungary)

Budapest: the Heart of the Nation

Budapest (population 2 million) arose from the union of two towns, Buda and Pest, in 1873. Buda,

the older town, situated on the western hills, has been Hungary’s capital since the XIVth century. It was

under Turkish occupation for 145 years. Often besieged, damaged, destroyed and rebuilt the royal castle

of Buda preserves the memories of many periods since the XIIth century. Near the royal palace, the

seven-centuries-old ‘Our Lady” cathedral (“Coronation” or “Matthias” Church) was the scene of the

crowning of several Hungarian kings. To the south lies the “Gellert” hill — named after Bishop Saint

Gerard (Gellert), who helped Saint Stephen to convert the Magyars to Christianity in the XIth century.

Seven bridges span the Danube between the two cities: all were destroyed at the end of World War II and

rebuilt afterwards. On the east bank Pest, the administrative, business and cultural centre of the country,

possesses innumerable buildings and monuments of historical or cultural significance, among which we

have already mentioned a few in other chapters. The Academy of Sciences, built in 1862 in Italian neo-

Renaissance style, and the monumental Szent Istvan (Saint Stephen) basilica (1851, neo- Renaissance)

deserve particular mention. A remarkable monument, the “Millenium Monument”, stands near the City

Park: a tall, slender column topped by the figure of a flying angel; the base is surrounded by many statues

representing the important historical figures of Hungary. The work was created by the sculptor Gy Zala on

the occasion of Hungary’s millenary celebrations (1896). The replica of the historic castle of Vajdahunyad

in the City Park was built on the same occasion. The nearby Museum of Applied Arts is an interesting

example of Odon Lechner’s “Magyar-Secessionist” style (1893).

Margaret Island, now a national recreation area, was named after Saint Margaret of the Arpads

(XIIIth century), who spent her life in prayer and work on this island.

Almost halt of Hungary’s industry is concentrated in and around Budapest, especially in some

suburbs (Csepel, Ujpest, Kispest etc.). An interesting fact is that several suburbs and townships nearby

(Szentendre) are inhabited by Slovak, Serb, German and other nationalities, which have preserved their

ethnic culture and way of life for centuries in the heart of the country.

The loyal Norlh

Northern Hungary, or the “Uplands” (“Felvidek”), is the region of historic Hungary bounded by the

northern Carpathians, the Danube and the Great Plain in the south. This area has suffered less from the

vicissitudes of Hungarian history than the others. Since 1920, most of the area has belonged to the newly

created state of Czechoslovakia. Since 1945 the eastern district (Ruthenia) has belonged to the Soviet

Union.



The population of the Uplands consists of Slovaks, Magyars, Germans and Ruthenians

(Carpatho-Ukrainians). The Slovaks, the largest group (2 million), are the only non-Magyar indigenous

group in the Carpathian basin. During the thousand years as citizens of the Hungarian state, the Slovaks

have kept their language, culture, way of life and national identity. Their numbers have increased

considerably, partly because of the sheltered nature of the region, partly through immigration of

neighbouring Slav elements. Though many Slovaks rose to the ranks of the Hungarian leading classes

through services to the Church or State, the Slovaks of the mountain villages did not assimilate (no one

told them to). There had been no antagonism between Magyars and Slovaks before the XXth century

when external political agitation stirred up “independence” and “liberation” movements among them, with

limited success. Before that time, the Slovaks had always been the Magyars’ loyal comrades-in-arms in

their common struggle against oppression, especially in Rakoczi’s time. The Magyars have always found

the mild-mannered, art-loving, industrious Slovaks close to their hearts. Thus it frequently happened that

in villages with mixed Magyar and Slovak populations the Magyars integrated into the Slovak community.

The opposite happened less frequently; in fact, large isolated Slovak settlements have maintained their

ethnic identity in the south of the Great Hungarian Plain.

The Ruthenians or Carpatho-Ukrainians (about 500,000), who migrated to the eastern districts of

the Uplands during the Middle Ages, have been peaceful, honest and loyal subjects of the Hungarian

state. They, too, wholeheartedly supported the Hungarians in their freedom struggles and earned the



epithet given to them by Rakoczi: “gens fidelissima” (“the most faithful people”). The Germans, called

Saxons, settled during the XIIIth-XIVth centuries in the central northern towns and have similarly been

loyal citizens of the country of their adoption. During the struggles against Austrian-German oppression

these German-speaking Hungarians stood faithfully by their Magyar brothers.

The Magyar population is concentrated in the southern counties of the region, but there are

pockets of rural settlements everywhere, while the urban population was largely Magyar before 1920.

Certain Magyar groups show marked ethnic cultural characteristics, such as the Paloc, the Magyars

called “Matyos” etc. Due mainly to the isolation caused by the mountains, the people of these districts

have developed different customs and folk-art, in spite of their common Magyar origin.



Some towns of historic and cultural interest

Kassa (today Kosice, Czechoslovakia) is the largest city of the northern central area, with

memories of various freedom struggles. Its cathedral, named after Saint Elizabeth of Hungary and built in

1360, is the finest remaining example of Hungarian Gothic architecture. The remains of Ferenc Rakoczi

and his mother, Ilona Zrinyi, rest in the crypts of the cathedral. The interior of the church contains many

outstanding examples of XIVth-XVth century Hungarian wood-carving, painting and decorative art.



Pozsony  (today Bratislava, Czechoslovakia), near the western border, used to be the

administrative capital of Hungary in Turkish times. Several Habsburg kings were crowned here and it was

the seat of what passed for a Hungarian “Parliament" during the XVIth-XVIIIth centuries (until 1848).

Nearby is Trencsen, the centre of "Matyofold" a region named after Mate’ (“Matyus”) Csak, a rich

feudal lord who was Palatin of Hungary in the XIVth century. Csak, a descendant of a Magyar tribal

chieftain of the IXth century and Hungarian chief minister, would have been amused to learn that certain

imaginative historians have identified his name with the word “Czech” and claimed Czech supremacy over

“Matyusfold” during Csak’s feudal tenure. (This was one of the “proofs” submitted to the Trianon Peace

Treaty Commission . .)



The northern “Saxon” towns (Locse, Kesmark, Eperjes present an interesting synthesis of

Hungarian history and local German tradition.

The southern hilly fringe of the region belongs to Hungary The largest city here is Miskolc, second

largest city in Hungary. Near the industrial complex of Diosgyor lies the historic castle built by the Anjou

kings (XIVth century). Near the Tokaj vineyards lies Rakoczi’s castle of Sarospatak, famous also for its

old Protestant College. Eger  is rich in historic relics, such the fort which Istvan Dobo defended

successfully in 1552. The archiepiscopal see has many Baroque and Renaissance churches Visegrad  is



situated at the bend of the Danube. Its gothic palace built in the XIIIth and XIVth centuries was the

favourite residence of the Anjou kings and Matthias.

Magyar folk alt and crafts in the Uplands

The Magyars of this forested area use wood to a great extent to make carved furniture, wooden

vessels, musical instruments and buildings. Timber belltowers, carved wooden steeples and ornamental

carvings abound in Catholic villages of the area.

The most characteristic aspect of the Magyar folk art in the area is the colourful folkwear, which

shows many different styles. In the districts closer to the Plain, brighter colour schemes, shorter skirts and

lighter footwear types are found. The Paloc of Boldrog  are particularly famous for their elaborate head-

dresses (“parta”) worn by the young brides. Bujak  is know for the vivid colours of the skirts worn over

many petticoats The rich peasants of Martos (now Czechoslovakia) wear golden and silver lace-

decorated coifs and many silver chains.

The Matyo folkwear is world famous. These descendants of King Matthias’ Magyar bodyguard

live in a few villages around Mezokovesd in Borsod county. Their characteristic folk art was inspired by

the Gothic-Renaissance styles of Matthias’ court. The magnificent costumes of the women, with lines of

almost gothic delicacy, are richly embroidered. Though they use vivid colours as well, the aristocratic

combination of white on black is the favourite. The women present a tall slender figure in their ankle

length skirts, which flare out slightly at the bottom The narrow apron is made of black or dark blue

material with white embroidery. Men’s articles are also multi-coloured: their long wide sleeves and shirt

collars are embroidered, as are their aprons. Embroidery is used — in addition to costume decoration -in

ornamenting bedcovers, scarves and pillow-slips. Home-weaving is used for decorative material and

recently there has been marked revival in home-weaving and embroidery in the Paloc districts where it is

becoming part of a thriving rural industry.aprons.





Some folk customs of the Uplands

The marriage customs illustrate well the Paloc’ strict moral code and colourful traditions.

When a boy has found a girl acceptable to his parents, he asks the girl’s mother for the hand of

the girl. If he is acceptable the girl gives him a token present (in Matyo villages: an apron The boy

announces his engagement by wearing a rosemary to church and the girl’s gift, but does not disclose her

name. They rarely meet in public. After a courtship of two to three months (carefully chaperoned) the

wedding takes place usual in a day-long celebration The groom sends his best man fetch the bride. At the

bride’s home, the envoy performs the ceremony of “buying” the girl. This pantomime revives the memory

of the pagan custom of kidnapping or buying the bride (In Hungarian the groom is called: volegeny: the

buyer) When they have concluded the “sale”, the bride’s trousseau is loaded on a cart and she is

farewelled by her parents (cf, Chapter 18). After the church ceremony the banquet starts at the groom’s

house.

The bride and bridegroom often eat in a different room accompanied by the bridesmaids. During

the dance, following the banquet, the guests dance with the bride in turn and pay a token price for each

dance (there are no other wedding presents given).

When the guests disperse, the young couple sleep in different rooms. Not until the bride opens

the door of her own will is the young husband allowed to join her.

The tedious task of corn-husking, the stripping of the lea and shelling of the ears of corn (maize),

provides a pleasant opportunity for social gatherings in Upland villages on winter evenings. Relatives and

friends gather (with their children) at the farmer’s house to help him. The entertainment includes tales told

by old people, songs from the girls and boys and games. When someone finds an ear with red corn on it,

finder is entitled to kiss the person next to him (strangely enough, it is always a boy who finds the red

corn and there is always a girl sitting next to him).

* * *

As a child l spent many magic winter evenings in these car husking gatherings, listening to

ballads, songs, fairy tales and legends, sharing the warmth of belonging and love with those  gay, simple

artists of life. As the village of my birth had mixed Magyar-Slovak population, the gatherings and games

we often mixed, too. In fact at a very early period of my life thought that the (rather delightfully) “different”

children (i.e. girls) were Slovaks.  Somehow I have liked  "Slovaks” ever since . .

I sincerely wish that no greater misunderstanding should ever come between Magyars and

Slovaks. .


